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Abstract. Cavity assisted quantum memory storage has been proposed [PRA 82,
022310 (2010), PRA 82, 022311 (2010)] for creating efficient (close to unity) quantum
memories using weakly absorbing materials. Using this approach we experimentally
demonstrate a significant (∼ 20-fold) enhancement in quantum memory efficiency
compared to the no cavity case. A strong dispersion originating from absorption
engineering inside the cavity was observed, which directly affect the cavity line-width.
A more than 3 orders of magnitude reduction of cavity mode spacing and cavity line-
width from GHz to MHz was observed. We are not aware of any previous observation
of several orders of magnitudes cavity mode spacing and cavity line-width reduction
due to slow light effects.
PACS numbers: 03.67.-a, 03.67.Hk, 03.67.Dd, 42.50.Ct, 42.50.-p, 42.50.Gy, 42.50.Md,
42.50.Pq
1. Introduction
Coherent and reversible mapping of a quantum state between light and matter, as
a flying and stationary qubit, is an essential step towards scalability of quantum
information processing [1, 2]. Such an optical quantum memory would be important
for storing and synchronizing the output quantum states of several quantum gates in
quantum computation protocols [3]. In addition, quantum memories may also play
a crucial role in enabling long distance (> 150 km) quantum communication [4],
and in other applications [5]. Most ensemble based optical quantum memory [5, 6]
protocols belongs to one of two main groups. One where the protocols are based on
electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [7, 8, 9] and one where they are based
on the coherent rephasing (echo) effect [10] such as controlled reversible inhomogeneous
broadening (CRIB) [11, 12], atomic frequency comb (AFC) [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18],
gradient echo memory (GEM) [19, 20, 21], and Revival of silenced echo (ROSE) [22].
There are specific criteria for assessing quantum memory performance based on the
application in mind but generally we could list the following key parameters: efficiency,
fidelity, storage time, multi-mode storage capacity, and operational wavelength [5]. The
scope of this paper is mainly to demonstrate how to improve the memory efficiency of
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weakly absorbing materials. The memory efficiency is here defined as the energy of the
pulse recalled from the memory divided by the energy of the pulse sent in for storage in
the memory. At the quantum level (weak coherent pulses), storage efficiency basically
corresponds to the probability that the stored information is retrieved. Fidelity is simply
defined as the overlap of the quantum state wave-function of the recalled photon with
that of the one originally sent in for storage. In the optimum fidelity case, the wave-
function for the input and output photons are identical. An alternative definition is
conditional fidelity, i.e. the overlap conditional on that the photon was emitted by the
memory [5]. Based on the application, there will also be requirements on longer storage
time [7, 23, 24, 25] and on-demand retrieval. The capacity to store several photons
(modes) at the same time in the memory is called multi-mode storage capability. Multi-
mode storage is crucial in probabilistic applications to boost the occurrence rate of
events [26, 16, 27] and the AFC concept has been shown to be particularly suitable for
multi-mode applications [28].
In the AFC protocol, which is employed in this paper, the combination of photon-
echo and spin-wave storage allows on-demand storage. However, the present experiment
does not include spin storage. The principle of the AFC protocol preparation is shown
in Fig. 1. A sequence of narrow peaks, equidistance in frequency, with a peak optical
absorption depth d and background absorption d0 is created by optical pumping and/or
targeted state-to-state transfer pulses. The input field for storage, with a spectral
distribution larger than the peak separation ∆ in Fig. 1 and narrower than the AFC
bandwidth could be totally absorbed by a sequence of narrow peaks. Afterwards, the
input field will excite all the atoms in the AFC structure coherently. The collective
coherent state distributed over AFC peaks separated by ∆ will rapidly dephase into a
non-collective state. Well separated equidistance AFC peaks will rephase and lead to a
collective emission after a time 1/∆.
For high efficiency quantum state storage one basic requirement is to have enough
absorption depth to fully transfer all the input pulse energy to the atomic media.
However, in strongly absorbing media one also needs to eliminate the reabsorption of
the emitted echo in the medium. This can be done by shifting the absorber using the
linear Stark effect with an electric field gradient where the output field will be emitted
in the backward [11] or forward [20] direction. On the other hand, the strong absorption
requirement clearly will pose some limitations on the material used. Thus it would be
very important to enhance the absorption of materials with long coherence time but low
absorption (e. g. Europium).
Interestingly, complete absorption of the input pulse can also be obtained for
weakly absorbing materials (that for example could have longer coherence time, such as
Eu3+ : Y2SiO5 [31]) if they are inserted in a cavity [32, 33]. This cavity should satisfy
the impedance matched condition for achieving the complete absorption of the input
pulse. To do this, the absorption during one round trip of the cavity should be exactly
equal to the transmission of the input coupling mirror and also there should be no other
losses during the cavity round trip. Obtaining this (impedance-matched) condition is
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Figure 1. (Color online) (a) The hyperfine splitting of 3H4 −1D2 transition of the
site I Pr3+ : Y2SiO5 is shown [29, 30]. (b) The Pr absorption engineering based on
atomic frequency comb (AFC) protocol. dpit is the absorption depth outside of the
AFC structure spectral region which is situated in what is called a spectral pit, d is the
peak optical depth while d0 is background absorption. ∆ is the AFC peak separation
and γ is the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the AFC peaks. The finesse of
the AFC structure will be FAFC =
∆
γ
. The effective absorption of the AFC structure
is defined as d˜ = d−d0
FAFC
.
a vital step towards efficient quantum memories using weakly absorbing media. In this
work, we employed a cavity configuration around our absorber material and demonstrate
more than one order of magnitude improvement in memory efficiency compared to that
obtained without the cavity. The Praseodymium absorption line in Pr3+ : Y2SiO5 was
tailored based on the AFC protocol [13] and an impedance matched cavity configuration
[32] is employed to mainly enhance the quantum memory efficiency. On-demand recall as
well as longer quantum memory storage time could be achievable via spin-wave storage
[14, 23] but this is beyond the scope of the prepared paper. Cavity enhanced spin wave
to photon conversion efficiency results have for example been demonstrated n atomic
gases [34, 35].
The paper is organized in the following way. In Sec. 2 we give an overview of the
experimental setup in particular what regards the cavity design. In Sec. 3 the effect of
having an absorbing quantum memory material inside the cavity is discussed. In Sec.
4 we show quantum memory efficiency results following the preparation steps towards
the AFC memory demonstration, and in Sec. 5 a further discussion about the strong
dispersion and cavity free spectral range effect is included. Conclusions are given in Sec.
6.
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2. Experimental setup
This section discusses the experimental setup and is divided into two main parts. The
first part describe the stabilized laser source, and the modulator setup which generates
the pulses, while the second part outlines the cavity crystal design as shown in Fig. 2a.
A 6 Watt Nd : Y V O4 coherent Verdi-V6 laser at 532 nm pumps a Coherent 699-21
dye laser which generates ∼ 500 mW laser radiation at 605.977 nm. This wavelength
matches the 3H4 − 1D2 transition of praseodymium ions doped into yttrium silicate
(Pr3+ :Y2SiO5) [29, 30].
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Figure 2. (Color online) Experimental set up. A double pass AOM is employed
to tailor the optical pulses which comes from a narrow (kHz) line-width laser.
Photo diode (PD1) monitor the input light to the cavity. Two other photo diodes
monitor the transmitted (PD2) and reflected (PD3) light from the cavity. The cavity
crystal was designed to have small wedge, such that the length L, differers by about
≈> ∆L = 200 nm. In practice, the wedged surface is not completely flat, see Fig.
3. (a) The input and output facet of the crystal have 80% and 99.7% reflectivity,
respectively.
The laser stabilization system which uses hole-burning in a Pr3+ :Y2SiO5 crystal in
a separate cryostat, as frequency reference, improves the frequency stability of the laser
to ≈ 1 kHz line-width [36]. Good frequency stability is crucial for coherent interaction
experiments such as the ones described here. The 3H4−1D2 transition in Pr3+ :Y2SiO5
has an excited state coherence time (T2) of 152 µs [29]. A double pass acousto-optic
modulator (AA. opto-electronics St.200/B100/A0.5-VIS, AOM) with 200 MHz center
frequency is employed for tailoring the laser light amplitude, phase and frequency and
carry out the required pulse shaping in the experiment. An extensive MATLAB code
calculates the pulse shapes and a 1-GS/s arbitrary waveform generator (Tektronix
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AWG520), generates the RF signal which drives the AOM that modulates the light.
The spatial laser mode is cleaned by passing light through a single-mode (SM) fiber
and then a 50/50 beam splitter is used to obtain the reference signal at the photo
diode (PD1) before the cavity crystal. The transmitted light through the cavity will be
detected at PD2 in Fig. 2. The reflected light from the cavity will be detected by the
third photo diode (PD3) in Fig. 2. The PD1 and PD3 are PDB150A photo detectors
from Thorlabs while PD2 is a Hamamatsu S5973 photo diode which is connected directly
to a Femto DHP CA-100 transimpedance amplifier. The beam diameter at the cavity
crystal position is set to be about 80µm. The crystal was immersed in liquid helium at
2.1 K to ensure the optical coherence time (T2) of the praseodymium is not shortened
by phonon interaction. A λ/2 plate was used before the crystal to control the light
polarization direction with respect to the crystal axes and the Pr transition dipole
moment direction [37].
The cavity crystal is made out of 0.05 % praseodymium ions doped into yttrium
silicate (Pr3+ :Y2SiO5). It has a 12 mm diameter and is (except for the small wedge)
cut along the D1 ×D2 plane with a thickness of 2 mm as shown in Fig. 2a. The cavity
mirrors are created by coating the 12 mm diameter crystal surfaces. Multiple layer
stacks of SiO2 and ZrO2 are designed and applied for these coating surfaces by Optida.
The light propagation direction is selected to be along the crystal b axis as shown in Fig.
2. The input and output cavity facets are designed to have reflectivities of R1 = 80 %
and R2 = 99.7%, respectively. The losses because of the Pr ion absorption through the
double pass of the cavity should be adjusted to compensate the unequal cavity surface
coating to achieve the impedance matched cavity condition [32, 33]. The impedance
matched cavity condition occurs when the directly reflected field and a transmitted field
coming from the field circulating inside the cavity cancel each other at the input surface
and consequently the reflected intensity vanishes.
3. Cavity without and with absorber
The calculated cold cavity (i.e. neglecting any Pr absorption effects) transmission
frequency spacing ( c
2nL
) for this crystal with n = 1.8 and L = 2 mm is 41.6 GHz.
The theoretical finesse of this cavity based on the mentioned mirror reflectivities is
≈ 25 which corresponds to a spectral line-width of 1.5 GHz. Scanning the laser light
across the cold cavity (off-resonance with the Pr ion absorption line) shows a cavity
transmission line-width of about 2.5 GHz which corresponds to a finesse of about ≈ 16.
Part of the reduction could be related to the wedge design causing a small beam walk
off as the light bounces between the mirrors.
To spectrally match the cavity transmission profile to the inhomogeneous absorption
line of Pr [29], the crystal was designed to have a small wedge as shown in Fig. 2a, such
that the length L, differs by about 200 nm. In this way the cavity transmission spectrum
could be translated well over one free spectral range. To accurately match the cavity
transmission peak to the Pr absorption line, a translation stage with sub µm accuracy
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(Attocube system, ANCz150) is employed to translate the crystal perpendicular to the
input beam.
The parallelism of the cavity surfaces is determined by an interference experiment.
A collimated coherent beam (λ = 606 nm) with diameter > 12 mm, impinged almost
perpendicularly to the crystal surface and the reflected pattern was monitored. Fig. 3
shows the non-uniform interference pattern before coating the cavity surface. One could
estimate the cavity parallelism in Fig. 3 as the changes in the cavity length is λmaterial/2
between two bright or dark fringes in the cavity. Since Fig. 3 shows the light reflected
from the cavity, the dark fringes are the areas of larger transmission.
Figure 3. (Color online) An interference experiment is used to investigate the
parallelism of the cavity surfaces. A collimated laser beam at λ = 606nm was impinging
perpendicularly to the 12 mm diameter cavity crystal surface. The figure shows the
reflected light from the cavity surface displayed on a screen.
For quantum state storage, the AFC protocol [13] is chosen for engineering the
absorption profile of the inhomogeneously broadened Pr ion. The heart of the AFC
protocol is using a spectrally periodic medium for enhancing the storage capacity. Using
a frequency domain interpretation, the periodic structure shown in Fig.1b can be viewed
as a spectral grating. The storage pulse tuned to the AFC structure is diffracted in
time and produces an echo [38]. Based on a time domain interpretation, this will be
interpreted as a rephasing of a set of dipoles in time [13]. The storage pulse will be
absorbed by AFC peaks well separated in frequency (∆ in Fig.1b). The collective
emission of AFC peaks will be in phase after time 1/∆ generating an echo of the input
pulse.
The first step towards this preparation is to make a zero absorption window within
the inhomogeneous Pr ion absorption profile. A series of optical pumping pulses is
employed to create an 18 MHz transmission window (spectral pit) within the ≈ 9GHz
inhomogeneous profile of Pr3+ : Y2SiO5. A detailed discussion about what pulses can
be used to create the transmission window is presented in Ref. [17]. This transmission
window is called spectral pit in Ref.[30] which we will use afterwards.
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It turns out that a spectral transmission window (spectral pit) might change the
cavity mode spacing by several orders of magnitude due to slow light effects. This will
now be briefly explained by considering a dispersive media inside a cavity as follows (see
Eq. 11.58 p.437 Ref. [39]):
∆νmode = νq+1 − νq = 1
2L
c0
ng(ν)
=
vg
2L
(1)
ng(ν) =
c0
vg
=
∂(νnr(ν))
∂ν
= nr(ν) + ν
dnr(ν)
dν
(2)
Where q is an integer, L is the cavity length, c0 is the speed of light in vacuum,
ng(ν) is the refractive index for the group velocity, nr(ν) is the real part of the refractive
index for the phase velocity and νg is the group velocity. It is important to note that
the index of refraction in Eq. 1 is not the index of refraction for the phase velocity, n,
but the index of refraction of the group velocity, ng. This is sometimes overlooked, but
in a low dispersion medium the two indices of refraction are the same (n ≈ ng) so often
the dispersion is not important. The real and imaginary parts of the susceptibility are
connected via the Kramers-Kronig relation as follows:
Re(χ(ν)) =
2
pi
∫
∞
0
ν ′Im(χ(ν ′))
ν ′2 − ν2 dν
′ (3)
Im(χ(ν)) =
2
pi
∫
∞
0
ν ′Re(χ(ν ′))
ν ′2 − ν2 dν
′ (4)
Therefore by measuring the absorption spectrum α(ν) which is directly related
to Im(χ(ν)) and use this as an input to Eq. 3, one can calculate Re(χ(ν)) which is
proportional to nr(ν) and then calculate the dispersion (
dnr(ν)
dν
). In the cold cavity case
where there is no absorption and consequently also no dispersion, the nr(ν) ≫ ν dnr(ν)dν
regime hold while in the case of a spectral pit we have nr(ν)≪ ν dnr(ν)dν . Actually, using
the experimentally recorded absorption α(ν) as input to Eq. 3 gives a dispersion term
(ν dnr(ν)
dν
) in Eq. 2 which is 3-4 orders of magnitude larger than nr(ν). This means that
the mode spacing for frequencies inside the spectral transmission window now only is of
the order of ten MHz.
To experimentally monitor the created transmission window a weak minimally-
disturbing pulse was frequency chirped at a rate of 1MHz/µs across the corresponding
frequency region. In the absence of a cavity this procedure typically displays an
≈ 18 MHz spectral pit (see e.g. Fig. 1 in Ref. [40]). For the cavity case, only a
much more narrow transmission line (≈2MHz) inside the spectral region was observed.
This sharp transmission lines turns out to be about 3 orders of magnitude narrower than
the cold cavity transmission peaks. The cavity finesse (Fcav) is primarily determined
by the mirror reflectivity. Therefore Fcav should be independent of the spectral pit
(transmission window) properties provided that possible residual absorption in the
spectral pit is small. Based on the assumption of a constant cavity finesse, the ratio
between the cavity free spectral range (∆ν) and δ will be constant. Thereby, it follows
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from Eq. 1 that the cavity transmission line-width is proportional to the group velocity
(vg). Thus the 2MHz transmission peak is largely consistent with obtained results based
on the theoretical calculation above. Two cavity transmission peaks that are translated
by changing the cavity length are shown in Fig. 4. The cavity transmission peaks was
translated by moving the slightly wedged crystal perpendicular to the beam propagation
direction. The reduction of the cavity transmission line-width is also due to the strong
dispersion which is created by the spectral pit inside the cavity.
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Figure 4. (Color online) Three cavity transmission spectra taken at different positions
through the crystal as indicated by the arrows are shown. The cavity crystal with
about 2mm length and 80% and 99.7% mirror reflectivity while the Pr absorption line
was tailored to create ≈ 18 MHz spectral pit within the cavity. The spectral pit is
responsible for the 3 orders of magnitude cavity mode reduction from GHz to MHz. The
maximum difference in cavity transmission spectrum as the beam was translated at the
input surface is about 3MHz, which corresponds to about 40 nm cavity length changes.
The designed wedge on the crystal surface gives us enough freedom to translate the
cavity transmission between two cavity modes which is ≈ 11MHz here.
In fact although there are experimental observation of changes in the cavity mode
spacing in active media of more than an order of magnitude [41, 42], we are not aware of
any effects as large as the 3-4 orders of magnitude observed here. Details of this effect
are however beyond the scope of the present paper and will be addressed in a separate
publication [43].
4. AFC preparation and memory efficiency
Each AFC peak shown in Fig. 1b is prepared within the created transmission window
(spectral pit) by employing two consecutive complex hyperbolic secant [30] pulses to
optically pump Pr ions from | ± 5/2g〉 → | ± 5/2e〉 and | ± 5/2e〉 → | ± 1/2g〉 (see Fig.
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1a). This procedure is carried out four times, each time with a new center frequency
shifted by ∆ to create an AFC structure as shown in Fig. 1b. In this way the AFC
structure is engraved in the | ± 1/2g〉 state. To be able to use the cavity configuration
and improve the storage efficiency, the AFC structure needs to be engraved within the
cavity transmission window. Therefore, the cavity transmission line-width (δ) needs to
be optimized to cover the whole AFC structure bandwidth. As discussed in Ref.[40]
the group velocity can be written: vg =
2piΓ
α
where Γ, α are spectral pit width and the
absorption coefficient outside the spectral pit, respectively. It was therefore concluded
that in 0.05% : Pr :Y SO, where the maximum spectral pit window width (Γ) is limited
to 18MHz and at the line center absorption coefficient (α) is about 2000 m−1, the only
possibility for the cavity transmission line of width δ to cover the AFC bandwidth was
to obtain a smaller α by moving the whole spectral pit to a part of the inhomogeneous
profile where the absorption was lower than at the inhomogeneous line center. The
created spectral pit and the AFC peaks will affect the dispersion and finally the cavity
mode structure (see Eq. 1). Therefore, the shape of the spectrum is a combination of
the effect from the AFC absorption pattern and the cavity dispersion effect.
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Figure 5. (Color online) Storage efficiency measurement. A 250 ns FWHM Gaussian
pulse tuned to an AFC structure with 4 peaks separated by ∆ = 1MHz. 22 % of the
input energy (red dashed line) was retrieved in the echo (black solid line) after 1 µs.
The next step after the AFC preparation is to send the storage pulse tuned to the
AFC structure center frequency through mirror R1 (see Fig. 2). For this purpose a
Gaussian pulse with τFWHM = 250 ns was employed. For an AFC structure with peak
separation ∆, there will be a rephasing after a delay 1/∆ [13]. The black solid trace in
Fig. 5 is the signal when the storage pulse is tuned to the AFC structure center frequency
and impinged onto mirror R1. We define the memory efficiency as ratio of the output
(echo) energy divided by the input pulse energy. To obtain a reference signal, for the
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input energy to the memory, the cavity was turned ∼ 180◦ such that the input Gaussian
storage pulse impinged on the mirror with reflectivity R2 (nearly 100 % reflection) and
the reflection was detected at the reflection detector (PD3). This signal represent the
input signal shown with the (red) dashed line in Fig. 5 and corresponds to the signal
strength that would be observed if the memory efficiency would be 100%. Reference
detector PD1 was employed to compensate the measurements for laser fluctuation from
one measurement to another. 22 % of the input energy was retrieved in the echo after
1 µs as shown in Fig. 5.
5. Strong dispersion and cavity free spectral range
Finally, an interesting observation is that the requirement of matching the absorption
with the mirror reflectance in combination with the slow light effect when creating
spectral pit and the AFC structure, may put restrictions on the system performance as
shown by the following calculation: According to Eq. 1 the mode spacing of a cavity
with length L is given by ∆ν = vg
2L
and from vg =
2piΓL
dpit
[40, 44] the cavity line-width, δ,
could be written:
δ =
∆ν
Fcav
=
piΓ
Fcavdpit
(5)
where Fcav is the cavity finesse. Therefore, as a general statement and regardless of any
memory preparation protocol, one can achieve the ratio δ
Γ
= pi
Fcavdpit
. To explore the
cavity condition on the AFC preparation, one could write the cavity finesse
Fcav =
piR1/4
1−√R (6)
where the mirror reflectance (R) should satisfy the impedance matching condition
(R = exp(−2d˜)) and d˜ = d
FAFC
. d˜ is the effective absorption (d0 = 0) according to Fig.
1. Considering 2d˜≪ 1 we could simplify Eq. 6 as
Fcav ≈ pi
d˜
(7)
Now we can rewrite the cavity line-width:
δ = Γ
d˜
dpit
=
Γ
FAFC
(8)
Therefore, the cavity line-width for a matched cavity to first order just depends
on the spectral pit width and the finesse of the AFC structure. This may cause
complications because to minimise memory loss due to dephasing, FAFC should be as
high as possible and Γ is limited by the hyperfine splitting in the material and cannot
easily be varied freely.
This can affect the fitting of the AFC structure under the cavity line-width since
the cavity line-width might be not wide enough. But, practically we do not expect this
limitation to become important until one gets into the high efficiency (η > 90%) regime
where it is important to suppress memory loss due to the dephasing factor (exp( −7
FAFC
)
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in Eq. 9) by choosing higher AFC finesse (FAFC > 9). Even in this case, the cavity line-
width will readily still be close to the exited state hyperfine transition separation which
is the bandwidth limitation of the AFC protocol as discussed in Ref. [13]. On the other
hand the AFC peaks themselves are very narrow absorption structures and consequently
will create strong dispersion effects. The effects will modify the transmission structure
and this may offer further possibilities, however, as previously stated, a detailed analysis
is beyond the scope of the present paper.
To estimate the enhancement in storage efficiency attained by employing the cavity
configuration we calculate what signal would have been expected if the end faces were
un-coated. The AFC storage efficiency, η, is given by [45]
η = d˜2exp(−d˜)exp( −7
F 2AFC
)exp(−d0) (9)
where d˜ = d−d0
FAFC
is the effective absorption, d0 is the background absorption, and
FAFC =
∆
γ
as shown in Fig. 1b. This equation has been shown to agree very well with
experiment in Refs. [15, 17]. According to the Eq. 5, we can estimate the ratio between
the absorption depth of the pit at the spectral position where the quantum memory was
prepared, dQMpit , and the absorption depth of the pit at the line center, d
c
pit, (See Fig.
1b) as following:
dQMpit
dcpit
=
δc
δQM
(10)
where δQM and δc are the cavity line-width at the quantum memory preparation spectral
position and the line center, respectively (with the assumption that Γ and Fcav are
similar in these two cases). For the present setup, it turns out we have δc = 1.5MHz,
δQM = 8MHz, and d
c
pit = 4 which gives d
QM
pit = 0.75. To our knowledge d < d
QM
pit in
all papers published so far, thus we might chose the actual optical depth of the AFC
structure d = 0.75. From Eq. 9, considering negligible background absorption d0, and
FAFC = 7 (which is our best guess for the present work) we get an efficiency of < 1%.
Thus the estimate is that we at least have observed a 20-fold enhancement using the
cavity.
The main experimental limitations in the present setup for achieving unity storage
and retrieval efficiency, which is predicted theoretically [32, 33], are the following. First,
as shown by the black solid trace in Fig. 5 about 50% of the input pulse is reflected
directly at time t = 0. Therefore, to improve the storage efficiency one needs to increase
the input pulse absorption. Limited absorption means, then the impedance-matched
condition is not fulfilled. This is partly related to poor spatial mode matching. However,
it is also possible that the impedance-matching condition in our cavity crystal could be
improved by locking the laser further from the Pr line center (> 5GHz) where the
absorption is lower. This could however not be fully tested in the present setup since
it is difficult to select the laser frequency stabilization point far from the line center
for the stabilization setup based on a spectral hole [36]. Second, after optimizing the
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absorption, improving the retrieval part of the memory maybe possible by improving
the finesse of the prepared AFC structure (FAFC).
6. Conclusion
In conclusion, we demonstrate a ∼ 20-fold enhancement in quantum memory efficiency
for cavity assisted quantum memories compared to the no cavity case. This is a proof of
principle for achieving high quantum memory efficiency using weakly absorbing media.
In addition, we demonstrate ∼ 3 order decrease in cavity mode spacing using slow light
effects in a dispersive medium. We are not aware of any previous observations of cavity
mode spacing changes of this order of magnitude due to slow light effects.
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